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Chat Dialogue 
 
00:17:41 Jeremy Reich: Good morning from New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) in 
  New Jersey! 
00:17:50 Jeremy Reich: *Afternoon, that kind of day... 
00:17:56 Gavin Henning: Thanks for joining us everyon! 
00:18:04 Gerol Petruzella: Greetings all! Joining from the Massachusetts College of Liberal 
  Arts. 
00:18:07 Saundra McGuire: Hello! I'm Saundra from LSU in Baton Rouge. 
00:18:25 Gerol Petruzella: 🤣 
00:18:25 Jocelyn Chong: Hi from Cal Poly Pomona in Southern California! 
00:18:40 Erin Milne: Another MCLA attendee here! Hi, all! 
00:18:46 Ayanna Ross: University of California Santa Barbara 
00:18:46 Cathryn Bennett: Hi all, Dr. Cathryn Bennett, research analyst for University of 
  Delaware, residing in NC. So excited! 
00:18:50 Erica Reed: Hello from Central New Mexico Community College in Albuquerque. 
00:18:51 Sarah Young: Sarah From Community College of Baltimore County. 
00:18:53 Fiona Chrystall: Hello, everyone!  Fiona Chrystall from A-B Tech Community 
  College here.  Great to see so many familiar faces.  How many familiar names will 
  pop up in the chat, I wonder? 
00:18:53 Gavin Henning: Great to see so many familiar names! 
00:19:06 Darby Roberts: Howdy from Texas A&M University in College Station! 
00:19:07 Heath Hayden: Hello from Tacoma Community College! 
00:19:08 Bill Heinrich: Hello from Hamilton, Ontario 
00:19:09 David Brightman: David Brightman, senior editor with Stylus here! 
00:19:09 Erick Montenegro: Hi everyone! Welcome! 
00:19:11 Sharon Bryant: Greetings, I am Sharon Bryant from Binghamton University. 
00:19:12 Tracey Trottier: Hi Everyone.  Tracey Trottier from Springfield Technical  
  Community College. 
00:19:17 Miriam Markum: Hello! Miriam Markum from UC Davis 
00:19:22 Gerol Petruzella: hey Erin! Nice to see you. 
00:19:23 Jacob Gross: Jake Gross, higher ed admin professor at U of Louisville. Hi y'all! 
00:19:27 Rebecca Comfort: Hi! I'm Becca Comfort from American University in DC 
00:19:27 Kara Moloney: Kara Moloney from UC Davis. 
00:19:28 Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski: Hi From University of Utah.  Thanks for offering this 
  activity. 
00:19:32 Natasha Jankowski: HI everyone! 
00:19:33 Caroline Prendergast: Hello from the Shenandoah Valley! 
00:19:35 Sarah Drummond: Hello, from Portland, OR 



00:19:37 Joanna Spice: Hello from Northeast WI Tech College - but I'm actually connecting 
  from Poland! 
00:19:38 Amanda Saxe: Hello from McGill University in sunny Montreal! 
00:19:40 Elizabeth Davis: Hi All-- Elizabeth Davis (IR) from University of NC School of the 
  Arts. 
00:19:50 Elizabeth Carney: Hi from Clackamas Community College in Oregon 
00:19:58 Charlene Lewis-Sutherland: Hello from Tiotake (Montreal) the traditional  
  territory of the Kanien'kehá:ka, one of the founding nations of the   
  Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 
 
00:20:32 Divya Bheda: Hello, folx! Welcome and thank you for being here! 
00:20:35 Pat Tetreault: Hello from Pat at the University of NE in Lincoln! 
00:21:00 Barbara Kurz: Hello, this is Barbara from Loyola University Maryland! 
00:30:17 Divya Bheda: We often think of assessment as having roots in accreditation but it 
  has its roots significantly in the evaluation field... 
00:32:53 Divya Bheda: A bunch of heart emojis from me... :) 
00:33:24 Cathryn Bennett: Powerful, Dr. Brekke!! 
00:36:38 Rebecca Comfort: This is amazing, Dr. Brekke. I would love to find ways and 
  inspire our campus to implement this in DC. 
 
00:36:47 Fiona Chrystall: I wish we started every class inviting our students to share the 
  knowledge and experiences they bring to the learning environment for the 
  semester. 
00:39:16 Cathryn Bennett: So delighted to hear the emphasis on engaging in the work of 
  equity rather than the checklist approach! 
00:40:29 Divya Bheda: ☝🏼absolutely, what you said! ❣ 
00:43:33 Divya Bheda: This work is not just cognitive but it is embodied, spiritual and 
  more... after all, trauma from inequity and oppression is experienced in so many 
  socio-emotional and psychosomatic ways...so healing and corrective action 
  needs to happen in all those ways including placed-based connection and  
  interpersonal relationships... 
 
00:45:13 Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski: This webinar and this book offers words to how I try to 
  approach assessment in practice and as I teach concepts around assessment to 
  graduate students.  Thank you! 
 
00:48:08 Fiona Chrystall: Yes, assessment practices often focus on the "product" or "end 
  point" and not on the process, which is where most of the inequities are likely to 
  occur. 
 
00:50:40 Fiona Chrystall: It's one of the reasons why I encourage program chairs not to 
  focus entirely on capstone assessments.  For Program Review, I'm also checking 
  enrollment data with graduate data and highlighting where the demographics of 
  these two sets of students diverge. 



 
00:51:37 Gavin Henning: @Barbara, there are a few chapters regarding equity and  
  assessment in academic assessment. Although there isn't a specific chapter on 
  academic program review. 
00:52:15 Cathryn Bennett: Yes, equity is a process, for sure, with multiple transformative 
  possibilities through multivocality! Thank you, Dr. Bheda!! 
00:53:37 Cathryn Bennett: Fabulous point, Dr. Jankowski; equity and justice can equally be 
  a mindset, worldview, or paradigm with multiple applications!! Thank you! 
 
00:55:13 John Dennis: I may have missed this being said, so my apologies if so. Are there 
  any specific examples of how this has been applied to real circumstances? The 
  "how" section sounds amazing, but I sometimes still struggle to conceptualize 
  how it has been done "badly" and how it could have done better. – middleclass 
  white male 
 
00:55:31 Sarah Wu: Sometimes when we try to bring up the voice from minorities, we get 
  the ideas that we need to get bigger N number from these students to show 
  those voices are really represented. For example, get more focus groups, even 
  though we had already conducted 10 focus groups. So, the N is always too small 
  when people are thinking about priority in their works. What questions or  
  statements we can bring to the conversations to help people think about equity 
  in assessment? 
 
00:56:05 Gavin Henning: @John, the chapters in the “How" section are real examples 
  from the authors so I think those examples will be helpful. 
00:56:15 John Dennis: Fantastic! thank you. 
00:59:24 Divya Bheda: @Sarah Wu, I speak about this exact issue in my chapter briefly 
  and can offer a few direct and subversive ways to address it directly when I next 
  talk. :) 
01:00:41 Sarah Wu: @Divya Bheda, my book arrived today, perfect timing, and I can't wait 
  to dive in to this book!! 
01:01:18 Miriam Markum: Great to be mindful and deliberate to include more voices in 
  your referencing 
01:01:18 Fiona Chrystall: My copy has been sitting looking at me for a couple of weeks. 

Need a dedicated quiet time and place to delve in! 
01:01:48 Kara Moloney: @Fiona... shared read with accountability partners? 
01:02:12 Cathryn Bennett: Would love to get involved with a shared read and ongoing 
  conversation! 
01:02:24 Erin Milne: I'd join that book club! 
01:02:25 Fiona Chrystall: Considering that.  Want to read myself and ponder the  
  possibilities first, @Kara! 
 
01:02:29 Erick Montenegro: Sorry to have to leave early! Thank you everyone for joining 
  us and for asking such important and timely questions, and of course thank you 



  to our chapter authors for sharing their great examples of practice and thought 
  leadership! Bye all! 
01:02:45 Kara Moloney: BTW: @Miriam is one of our equity-centered assessment  
  champions at UC Davis! 
01:02:49 Sharon Stoerger: +1 on the book club idea. Love it! 
01:02:59 Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski: Thanks Erick for your contribution! 
01:03:11 Fiona Chrystall: Hey, @Erin, @Kara, @Sarah and others - up for a shared active 
  reading? 
01:03:11 Miriam Markum: @Kara - learning from the best! 
01:03:17 Laini Sporbert: count me in if there is a book group after this webinar!  
  lsporber@williams.edu 
01:03:26 Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski: Book group would be a great way to learn from others 
  and consider possible tools. 
01:03:39 Miriam Markum: Thank you all for pointing me to the relevant elements in the 
  book! 
01:04:04 Miriam Markum: @book clubers: count me in! 
01:04:18 Cathryn Bennett: YAY, data disaggregation!!! Can't wait for my copy to arrive. <3 
01:04:23 Gavin Henning: Feel free to reach out: ghenning@nec.edu 
01:04:38 Cathryn Bennett: I'm at cathrynb@udel.edu for book club, y'all! 
01:04:38 Sarah Southwick: @Fiona - Sure thing! 
 
01:04:39 Fiona Chrystall: Can we save this chat so we know who is interested in pursuing 
  the book club idea? 
01:04:50 Sarah Wu: @Fiona, great idea, count me in! 
01:05:00 Miriam Markum: memarkum@ucdavis.edu for book club! 
01:05:08 Kara Moloney: If you are interested in book club -- and are willing to help with 
  organization!!! -- email me: kmoloney@ucdavis. 
01:05:09 Stylus Publishing: Yes, Stylus will save a copy of the chat and post it to the book 
  page. You all will receive the link in a follow-up email 
 
01:05:09 Peggy Maki: The system of reporting results needs to change-it should be  
  humanized and be more of a narrative. We are all individuals first 
01:05:21 Erin Milne: I made a quick google form for those who want to do a book club - 
  it'll look pretty in a minute but I wanted to get the link out there:   
  https://forms.gle/AY2BUhs41yNFc2pA7 
01:05:29 Miriam Markum: ^awesome 
01:05:36 Kara Moloney: @Erin -- you're awesome. 
01:05:55 Divya Bheda: All of you are asking such great, nuanced questions that are  
  inspiring... for another book! :) 
01:06:44 Fiona Chrystall: Yay, for Erin! 
01:06:54 Cathryn Bennett: @Erin - you are the GOAT! Nailed it with the timezone <3 
01:07:01 John Dennis: Certainly going to join our ongoing bookclub at University of  
  Arizona. 
01:08:10 Fiona Chrystall: If 3 out of 3 are similarly impacted, that's a 100% need! 



01:08:12 Gavin Henning: Check out the UDL in assessment resources from CAST:  
  https://www.cast.org 
01:08:24 Sarah Wu: @Divya, that's great point, I'm using it next time! 
01:08:58 Alexandra Diaz: Thanks @Erin Milne! You ROCK! 🙂 
01:09:27 Sharon Stoerger: On the topic of UDL, the work in design justice might be of 
  interest to this group too: https://designjustice.org/ 
01:09:45 Divya Bheda: you don't have to have all the answers. :) 
01:09:59 Kara Moloney: Check out Phillip Dawson's work related to cheating: Twitter 
  @phillipdawson 
01:10:03 Gavin Henning: Here is another resource: https://www.theequitylab.org 
01:10:11 Divya Bheda: Best wishes to everyone who is doing this work! Best wishes  
  always! 
01:10:13 Cathryn Bennett: Thank you so much editors and authors for creating this space 
  for engagement about your important work!! 
 
01:10:15 David Brightman: Thanks to everyone for making this a lively and engaging 
  session! 
01:10:25 Charlene Lewis-Sutherland: Thank you! 
01:10:34 Miriam Markum: Thank you all! I'm looking forward to reading the book! 
01:10:34 Kara Moloney: Thanks! 
01:10:39 Fiona Chrystall: Great to see and hear you all!  Looking forward to the book club! 
01:10:40 Saundra McGuire: THANKS! 
01:10:41 Charlene Lewis-Sutherland: So happy to have a copy of the book in hand and to 
  continue growing with you all! 
01:10:41 Sarah Wu: Thank you!! 
01:10:47 Elizabeth Carney: Thank you 
01:10:48 Joanna Spice: Looking forward to reading the book. Thank you all. 
01:11:08 Divya Bheda: Thank you to the amazing editors who brought this work to all of 
  you! 
01:11:28 Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski: Thanks!  This was very beneficial.  Happy summer to 
  all. 
01:11:29 Divya Bheda: and to all the co-authors-- so inspired! 
01:11:30 Stephanie Foster: Thanks so much! 
01:11:40 Erin Milne: Book club link one more time:     
 https://forms.gle/1uzHDwBHoWBYmE597  
 
01:11:40 Joi Sampson: This was a great introduction to such an invaluable book. Thank 
  you so much to everyone. 
01:11:54 Gerol Petruzella: Thank you all! 
01:12:05 Sarah Southwick: Yes, thank you. 
01:12:06 Darby Roberts: Thank you! 
01:12:13 Fiona Chrystall: Caio 
01:12:15 Laini Sporbert: thanks! 
 



Stylus Publishing:  
Thank you to all of our authors for sharing their time with us today. And thank you to everyone 
who tuned in live with us this afternoon on Zoom. 
  
If you are interested in ordering Reframing Assessment to Center Equity, use code RACE20 to 
get 20% off the book and free shipping from Stylus: 
https://styluspub.presswarehouse.com/browse/book/9781642672572/Reframing-Assessment-
to-Center-Equity 
 
The webinar video replay will be available by Friday and shared on all of our Stylus social media 
feeds. Registrants will also receive a follow up email with all of the links and downloads shared 
today. 
 
Also visit our Stylus Webinar Calendar online to check out our upcoming webinar events: 
https://styluspub.presswarehouse.com//landing/STYWebinars 
 
If you have any feedback on this webinar, or any requests for future webinars, please feel free 
to email us directly at stylusinfo@styluspub.com. Thanks again and have a great afternoon 
everyone! 


